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Ueirut, November 28th, 2011 

Dear Secre~a ry General, 

I wish frrst to express my deep appreciation for your relentless efforts in 
promoting the values of justice, freedom and respect of human rights. These 
efforts are much needed in a world tmdergoing significant changes like the 
ones we are witnessing. 

In fact I am writin to raise an issue that I ho e will g~t your _Jlttem.ion;_. the 
warm welcome that was given to the accession to full membership of 
Palestine within the United Nations Educational~ Scientific and Cultural 
Organization, has been overshadowed by the unexpected and unfair move by 
the United States- along with Israel- to stop honoring its fmancial 
engagement vis-a-vis UNESCO. This disappointing action of the US is a 
glaring contrast to American values of democracy, freedom and right of self
determination. It also undermines international efforts exerted to achieve 
progress in the peace process and induces more risks to the Middle East 
reg10n. 

In this context, I would like to propose to you a v~hicle that would 
co1npensate the action taken by the United States and Israel, and allow 
UNESCO to carry_ on_i~- _?~ligation~_and _ E<>_mmit~ents worldwide. I 
suggested to both the Secretar General of the Arab Loa ue and e azy 
General of the Org~i~~-n of the ~slamic Conferencep the g~atio}! _of a 
special fund, where Arab and Muslim countries, as well as friendly nations 
throt1ghout the world, could contribute financially in order to cover the deficit --- - -- ·--
in the budget of UNESCO that is caused b_y the American and the Israeli -- --- ·-· -- .. __ _...___,_ 

action. 
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We are all aware of the utmost importance of UNESCO in promoting culture, 
education, peace a11d solidarity among peoples on Earth. The Organization 
deserves from all of us any possible effort to assist it in this regard. Palestine, 
after S'llffering for decades, also deserves its status, and hopefully the 
Statehood that would brin ·ustice to its eo le and contribute towards 
bringing real eace to this · art of the world and the world at lar e. 

I hope that m.y proposal will meet your .approval and I arn ready to receive {.( 
any inquiries or suggestions you may have. 

Please accept, dear Secretary General, ·my wannest regards. 

H.E. Mr. BAN Ki-moon 
Secretary General of' the United Nations 
New York 
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